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Designing Machine Learning Systems with PythonPackt Publishing, 2016

	Design efficient machine learning systems that give you more accurate results


	About This Book

	
		Gain an understanding of the machine learning design process
	
		Optimize machine learning systems for improved accuracy
	
		Understand common programming tools and techniques for machine...
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Computational Methods for Three-Dimensional Microscopy Reconstruction (Applied and Numerical Harmonic Analysis)Birkhauser, 2014

	Approaches to the recovery of three-dimensional information on a biological object, which are often formulated or implemented initially in an intuitive way, are concisely described here based on physical models of the object and the image-formation process. Both three-dimensional electron microscopy and X-ray tomography can be captured in the...
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Cross-platform Localization for Native Mobile Apps with XamarinApress, 2016

	Tailor your apps to appeal to a global market. Microsoft MVP Chris Miller steps you through the process of enabling multiple language support, while using a single shared set of language resources using the .NET Framework.

	

	You will learn to adapt a simple mobile application for the Android, iOS, and Windows platforms, and...
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Building Python Real-Time Applications with StormPackt Publishing, 2015

	Learn to process massive real-time data streams using Storm and Pythonâ€•no Java required!


	About This Book

	
		Learn to use Apache Storm and the Python Petrel library to build distributed applications that process large streams of data
	
		Explore sample applications in real-time and analyze...
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International Conference on Innovative Computing and Communications: Proceedings of ICICC 2018, Volume 1 (Lecture Notes in Networks and Systems (55))Springer, 2018

	
		The book includes high-quality research papers presented at the International Conference on Innovative Computing and Communication (ICICC 2018), which was held at the Guru Nanak Institute of Management (GNIM), Delhi, India on 5–6 May 2018. Introducing the innovative works of scientists, professors, research scholars, students...
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Advanced Fixture Design Method and Its ApplicationSpringer, 2021

	
		This book uses kinematics, mechanics, mathematics, and so on, to systematically propose the fixturing performance evaluation and fixturing layout planning method. The proposed method is a novel method, including the analysis method of locating determination, the analysis method of workpiece stability, the analysis method of clamping...
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UML Distilled: A Brief Guide to the Standard Object Modeling Language (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 1999
Now widely adopted as the de facto industry standard and sanctioned by the
Object Management Group, the Unified Modeling Language (UML) is a notation
all software developers need to know and understand. However, the UML is a big
language, and not all of it is equally important. The award-winning first edition of
UML Distilled...
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The Requirements Engineering Handbook (Artech House Technology Management and Professional Development Library)Artech House Publishers, 2003
This book is intended as a concise but thorough ready reference for requirements
analysts (RAs)—those who are assigned to determine the requirements
for planned systems and software, both in computing and engineering.
It is a desk guide/handbook that focuses on how RAs can best perform their
work.

The...
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Never Bet the Farm: How Entrepreneurs Take Risks, Make Decisionsand How You Can, TooJossey-Bass, 2006
In Never Bet the Farm two leading entrepreneurs, Anthony Iaquinto and Stephen Spinelli, turn much of the so-called expert advice for entrepreneurs on its head. They show that by preparing for setbacks and using a framework that can help reduce risks and simplify decision making, entrepreneurs can increase their probability for success....
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Digital Photography: Expert TechniquesO'Reilly, 2006
Ready to take digital imaging to the professional level? This advanced strategy book offers expert advice to help you become more competent in your work routine, but it is not your ordinary  workflow book.    Through step-by-step procedures based on hard-nosed experience, professional photographer Ken Milburn covers much more...
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Photo Retouching with Photoshop: A Designer's NotebookO'Reilly, 2004
Photo Retouching with Photoshop: A Designer's Notebook is at once eye candy, artistic inspiration, and incomparable technical guidance for intermediate-to-advanced digital imaging professionals, graphic artists, photographers, and just about anyone involved in creating digital images or animations. A visual splendor, this full-color book...
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The Neural Simulation Language: A System for Brain ModelingMIT Press, 2002
The Neural Simulation Language (NSL), developed by Alfredo Weitzenfeld, Michael Arbib, and Amanda Alexander, provides a simulation environment for modular brain modeling. NSL is an object-oriented language offering object-oriented protocols applicable to all levels of neural simulation. One of NSL's main strengths is that it allows for realistic...
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